
                                                                                                                             Draft 

Government Regulation of the Kyrgyz Republic 

“On Amendments  and Additions in some decisions of 

Government of the Kyrgyz Republic”. 

 

For reduction of decisions of the Government of the Kyrgyz Republic in 

compliance with the Law of the Kyrgyz Republic "On Amendments and 

Additions in the Law of the Kyrgyz Republic "On Trademarks, 

Service Marks and Appellations of Origin" Government of 

The Kyrgyz Republic resolutes: 

1. Submit in to Regulation on duties on patenting of the innovation Utility 

Models, Industrial Designs, Registration of Trademarks, 

Service Marks, Appellations of Origin, providing right for 

usage of Appellations of Origin, approved by Government Regulation of the Kyrgyz 

Republic "On statementRegulations on duties on patenting of innovation, Utility 

Models,ndustrial Designs, Registration of Trademarks, Service Marks, 

Appellations of Origin, granting right of use Appellations of Origin" from June 12, 1998 

No. 346, 

following changes and additions: 

 

- in point 11 of the section I of the word "State agency on 

intellectual property under the Government of the Kyrgyz Republic 

( Kyrgyzpatent)" to replace with words "State structure in the field of 

intellectual property (Kyrgyzpatent)"; 

 

- in point 13 of the section III after words of "the license contract" supplement 

"contract of pledge of the Trademark". 

 

Submit in to Regulation on well-known Trademarks in Kyrgyz 

Republic, approved by the Government Regulation of the Kyrgyz 

Republic "On implementation of the Law of the Kyrgyz Republic "On Trademarks, 

Service Marks and Appellations of Origin" of August 24 

2000 No. 520, following changes and additions: 

 

-In preamble of the word “from Paris Convention on protection of Industrial Property( 

Paris Convention), The Agreements on Trade-Related aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights(TRIPS), participant of which constitutes Kyrgyz Republic” change to “from 

determinate order on Paris Convention on protection of Industrial Property( Paris 



Convention), The Agreements on Trade-Related aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 

(TRIPS), participant of which constitutes Kyrgyz Republic”. 

 

-in point 1 of word "State agency on intellectual property under the Government of the 

Kyrgyz Republic ( Kyrgyzpatent) " to replace with words "State structure in the field of 

intellectual property (Kyrgyzpatent)"; 

 

- In point 3; 

Second indent recount in the following: 

"The well-known Trademark is protected not only concerning goods, in 

communications with which the sign gained the fame, but also concerning all 

goods, if use by other person of this trademark in respect of the specified 

goods will be associated at consumers with the owner of the exclusive the 

rights for the well-known trademark can also infringe upon legitimate interests 

such owner."; 

add to paragraph 3 of the following content: 

"Legal protection of the well-known Trademark works is termless.". 

-  add with point 8-1 of the following contents: 

 

"8-1. The Trademark and designation can't be recognized as the well-known 

Trademarks if they became widely known after date of a priority 

identical or similar to them to extent of mixture of the Trademark 

other person which is intended for use in respect of the uniform 

goods."; 

- in point 14 of the word "objections" to replace with the words "statements" 

respectively; 

- in the paragraph 1 point 15 after the word of "month" to add with words " 

from date entering of the Trademark into the State register of the well-known 

Trademarks of the Kyrgyz Republic.". 

3. Submit in to Regulation on an order of customs control concerning goods, 

containing objects of intellectual property, approved 

the resolution of the Government of the Kyrgyz Republic "On statement 

Regulations on an order of customs control concerning the goods containing 

objects of intellectual property" of November 27, 2000 No. 694, following 

change: 

in the paragraph 2 subparagraph 2) point 4 of the word "State service of 

intellectual property of the Kyrgyz Republic (Kyrgyzpatent)" 

to replace with words "State authority in the field of 

intellectual property ( Kyrgyzpatent);". 



4. Submit in the Regulation of Provisional Government of the Kyrgyz 

Republic "On approval  Rules of giving of objections, statements and     them 

considerations in Appeal Board under the State service of 

intellectual property of the Kyrgyz Republic" of July 9, 2010 No. 

117, following changes and additions: 

- in the name and in the text of the words "State service of intellectual 

property of the Kyrgyz Republic" to replace with words "State 

service of intellectual property and innovation under the Government 

of the Kyrgyz Republic" in the corresponding cases; 

- in Rules of giving of objections, statements and their considerations in 

Appeal Board  under the State service of  intellectual 

property of the Kyrgyz Republic, approved by the above 

regulation: 

in the name and in the text of the words "State service of intellectual 

property of the Kyrgyz Republic" to replace with words "State 

service of intellectual property and innovation under the Government 

of the Kyrgyz Republic" in the corresponding cases; 

in all text of the word "with the Patent law of the Kyrgyz Republic, 

laws of the Kyrgyz Republic" to replace with words "Law of the Kyrgyz 

Republic "Patent Law"," in the corresponding cases; 

- in point 3: 

In subpoints 3 and 4 of words “to preliminary refusal” to replace with words 

on preliminary refusal” agreeably; 

In subpoints 14 after words “ attainment” supplement “Eurasian patent”; 

- In paragraph 12 point 7 of words “ well-known” to exclude; 

- Point 8 supplement with second paragraph of the following content 

- "To the objection provided by subparagraphs 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 12 of point 3 

these rules, concerning uniform goods, it is presence applied 

properly the processed document confirming the owner's consent 

of Trademark specified in points 1, 2 and 3 of part 1 of article 5 of the Law of 

the Kyrgyz Republic "On Trademarks, Service Marks and Appellations of 

Origin, on registration of the given designation."; 

- in point 14 after words “in written form” supplement “objection or”; 

in point 19: 

- In paragraph 1 after words “to advisement” supplement “Appellation Board”; 

In second paragraph words” Application is able to give in written form and 

must be notice,” to replace with words “Application is able to in written form, 

indicate valid reason, and adopt.”; 



- in  second paragraph of point 22 after words “adopted” supplement “duly 

executed authority”; 

- in second paragraph of point 25 after words “objection” supplement 

“application” 

- in point 32 the words “ on behalf” to exclude; 

- point 34 is stale; 

- in point 35 of words “ of the date of” to replace with words “ of the date of 

receipt”. 

5. Submit in to Regulation of Provisional Government of the Kyrgyz Republic 

"On approval of Rules of registration of the contract on a concession of the 

security of the document on object of Industrial Designs, Selection 

Achievement, license contract on providing the right for their use, contracts 

pledge of the patent for object of Industrial Designs and contract on transfer of 

technologies" of July 9, 2010 No. 118, the following changes and additions: 

- in the name and in point 1 of the word of "the contract of pledge of the 

patent" to replace with words “contract of sole rights” 

- in Rules of registration of the contract on a concession of the security 

document for object of Industrial Designs, Selection Achievement, license 

contract on providing the right for their use, contracts of pledge of the patent 

for object of Industrial Designs and the contract on transfer of technology 

approved  with above resolution: 

In the name and throughout of the text the words “the contracts of the pledge 

of the patent” to replace with words “contract of sole rights” in corresponding 

cases; 

The second paragraph of point 1 recount in the following: 

“Registration of state authority in the field of intellectual property 

(Kyrgyzpatent) according to the legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic the 

assignment contract of the title of protection to object of Industrial Design,  

Selection Achievement and license contract on providing the right for it using, 

contract on pledge of an exclusive right to object of 

Industrial Design, registered in the State register of innovation, State register 

of Utility Models, State register of Industrial Samples, State register of 

Trademarks and Service Marks, State register of Trade names and State 

register of Selection Achievements."; 

- In point 2: 

third paragraph recount in the following: 

“Kyrgyzpatent – state authority in the field of intellectual property.”; 

fifth paragraph after words “Service Marks” supplement” Firm-Names”, 



6 paragraph after words “the Kyrgyz Republic” supplement “, and Eurasian 

patents”, 

9 paragraph after words “act of use” adding with words “, contract on pledge 

of exclusive sale on objects of Industrial Designs”; 

14 paragraph after words “ contract” adding with words “ or they 

representatives”; 

15 paragraph after words “act of use” supplement contract on pledge of 

exclusive sale on objects of Industrial Designs”; 

- second paragraph of point 3 recount in the following: 

"The application is signed by one of the parties signing the contract or them 

representatives which powers are issued properly."; 

- in point 4: 

in subparagraph 1) to replace the word "certified" with the word "certified"; 

2 paragraph of subparagraph 1) supplement the paragraph of the                    

following contents: 

"subject of the contract"; 

8 paragraph of subparagraph 1)after words “goods”  supplement “and 

service”; 

1 paragraph of subparagraph 2) recount in the following: 

“the copy of  title of protection” 

2 paragraph of subparagraph 2) to exclude; 

in point 10 

In 2 paragraph of 2 sentence of words “title of protection” is to exclude; 

3 paragraph recount in the following: 

"The contract on transfer of technology can be registered in 

Kyrgyzpatent after filing of application and submission of the documents 

necessary for registration."; 

in the paragraph the fourth words "contracts of pledge of the patent for object 

of the Industrial  Designs" to exclude; 

4 paragraph of point 14 recount in the following: 

point 17 with the paragraph of the following contents: 

"-the Eurasian patent department notifies on registration of the license 

contracts on use of the Eurasian patent."; 

- in the Appendix 1 to Rules of registration of the contract on a concession of 

the security the document on object of Industrial Designs, Selection 

Achievement, the license contract on providing the right for their use, 

contracts on to transfer of technology, the approved above resolution: 

in the name of the Appendix after the words "their use" supplement "contracts 

on pledge of an exclusive right to object of the Industrial 



Designs and"; 

in the paragraph the fourth the word "original" to replace statements with the 

word "copy"; 

after words "certificates on object of Industrial Designs," 

supplement "or"; 

in the Appendix 3 to Rules of registration of the contract on a concession of 

title of protection on object of Industrial Designs, Selection Achievement, the 

license contract on providing the right for their use, contracts on to transfer of 

technology, the approved above resolution: 

in the name of the Appendix after the words "their use" supplement 

"contracts on pledge of an exclusive right to object of the Industrial 

Designs and"; 

In paragraph 1 application of words “contract pledge of patent” supplement 

“contract on pledge of sole – rights”; 

In paragraph 3 application: 

- word “original” supplement to “copy”; 

– supplement with paragraph of the following content: 

“- authority to competence of proceedings;” 

6.  Submit Rules of drawing up, giving and consideration of the demand on  

registration of the Trademark and Service Mark approved 

resolution of the Government of the Kyrgyz Republic "On approval Rules 

drawing up, giving and considerations of the demand for issue of the patent 

for the innovation, Rules of drawing up, giving and consideration of the 

demand for issue of the patent on 

Industrial Sample, Rules of drawing up, giving and consideration of the 

demand on issue of the patent for Utility Model, Rules of drawing up, giving 

and consideration demands for registration of the Trademark and Service 

Mark" of October 27, 2011 No. 685, following changes and additions: 

-in the last paragraph of point 6 a letter “a” to exclude 

-in point 10 of the text on State language: 

Subpoint b) recount in the following: 

«б) автордук укуктун ээсинин же анын укук мураскорунун макулдугусуз 

Кыргыз Республикасында белгилүү болгон илимдин, адабияттын жана 

искусствонун чыгармаларынын, алардан алынган персонаждар же цитаталар, 

искусство чыгармалары же алардан фрагменттер; 

в) белгилүү адамдардын фамилиялары, аттары, жашыруун аттары жана 

алардын уйкаштары, ошондой эле портреттери менен факсимилелери - өздүрүнүн 

же алардын мураскорлорунун макулдугусуз, ал эми мындай белгилүүлөр Кыргыз 



Республикасынын тарыхы менен маданиятынын энчиси болуп эсептелген 

учурларда - Кыргыз Республикасынын өкмөтүнүн уруксатысыз;»; 

-in point 12 of the text on state language: 

3 and 4 paragraph recount in the following: 

«- өтүнмө берилген белгилүү; 

- белгилерди каттоо үчүн Товарлардын жана кызмат көрсөтүүлөрдүн эл 

аралык классификациясынын класстары боюнча топтоштурулган товардык 

белгини каттоо суралып жаткан товарлардын тизмеси.». 

- point 22: 

2 paragraph recount in the following edition: 

"The declared designation is represented in number of 25 copies."; 

3 paragraph supplement with the offer of the following contents: 

"In the presence of small, not readable designations it is represented 

in addition 1 copy in the A4 format."; 

point 23 supplement with paragraph of following content: 

"If designation contains foreign words, it is necessary to provide 

translation and transliteration. 

If verbal designation contains special writing or a font, 

it is necessary to specify their value in the description."; 

- in the paragraph  second point 27 of the word "owing to international treaties 

The Kyrgyz Republic" to replace with words "come into force, in 

the order established by the law, international treaties, which participant 

the Kyrgyz Republic is". 

7. The present resolution comes into force from the date of the official 

publications. 

 

Prime-minister  Zh. Satybaldiev.  

 


